This paper addresses the problem of recovering object-oriented schemata from relational databases. Solutions to this problem are particularly useful for designing wrappers for federated database systems. Our goal here is to describe a reverse engineering methodology for the DOK federated database system Tari et al. 1996 , enabling the wrappers to express relational schemata as object-oriented schemata which are made available for di erent DOK's services.
MOTIVATION
At the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology RMIT, we are currently designing a distributed system which provides federated services that enables cooperative processing across di erent databases. This system called the DOK Distributed Object Kernel Tari et al. 1996 , is de ned as a CORBA-based extension to enable federated processing. It includes a set of core services, including a security service Tari et al. , tari 1998 allowing the enforcement of both local and federated security policies, a transaction service enabling the management of federated transactions, a query service Savnik et al. 1998 allowing the decomposition and optimisation of federated queries, a trader service providing a mechanism to nd DOK objects, a re ective service Edmond et al. 1995 providing additional semantics" of local information with regards the location and the capabilities of DOK objects, and a mining service allowing the extraction" of hidden semantics embedded within distributed and heterogeneous databases. These services are designed independently of any database platform or model and use information or objects de ned as virtual representations of physically de ned objects. As we will see later, these DOK objects are called virtual objects Tari et al. 1996 .
To enable the DOK services to perform speci c functions in a distributed environment, local-de ned schemata are required to be transformed into a representation which can be used and monitored by these services. The component of the DOK system enabling such a transformation is called the reengineering service. It take s a s c hema de ned in the relational model as input and produces an object-oriented schema as a set of virtual objects. The generated objects are then used by di erent DOK managers e.g. transaction manager, query manager, etc. to have an understanding" of the information embedded in local relational databases enabling decomposition and optimisation of federated queries, retrieval of objects, etc.
This paper addressees the design of the DOK reengineering service. We assume that local databases support the at relational model. The proposed methodology rst partitions a relational schema into groups of relation to re ect the di erent object-oriented constructs. In our approach, we distinguish between three types of relation: base relations, dependent relations and composite relations. Base relations being those which are not dependent on other relations that is they do not contain foreign keys. Dependent relations 2 RELATED WORK Most of the research on database reverse engineering DBRE has one of three perspectives: a model perspective using scheme analysis techniques, a query perspective using a query language such as SQL, or a data perspective based on the analysis of data. This section gives a brief overview of these approaches and puts the DOK reverse engineering approach in context.
The DBRE Approaches a Relational-based Schema Analysis
Most of the current DBRE research falls into this category which uses the relational schema as the basic input and aim to extract the semantic information by an exhaustive analysis of each relation in the schema and their key and non-key attributes. The approaches in this category, e.g., Chiang et al. 1994 , Fonkam et al. 1992 , Castellanous 1993 , Johannesson 1994 , assume that the schema input is in at least 3NF which easily allows the methodologies to identify candidate classes.
Catellanos Castellanous 1993, Chiang Chiang et al. 1994 and Fonkam Fonkam et al. 1992 have very similar approaches to Johannesson 1994, although they di er in some respects. Johanesson's approach Johannesson 1994 proposes three basic transformations that are repeatedly applied to produce the re-engineered object-oriented schema: candidate key splitting, inclusion dependency splitting and folding transformations. Candidate key splitting and inclusion dependency splitting are used to transform relations containing more than one object type into multiple relations containing just one objecttype thus preserving a one-to-one relationship between relations and object types. The folding transformation removes relations occurring with a cycle of generalisation indicating inclusion dependencies to preserve the one-to-one correspondence between relations and object types.
Chiang's approach additionally deals with the establishment of generalisation hierarchies, the determination of regular entities and weak entities, and the deriving of many-to-many and one-to-many relationships. This is achieved through the classi cation of relations e.g. strong, weak, regular and speci c entities, attributes and their inclusion dependencies. Fonkam's approach also derives the generalisation hierarchies, however this is based on the analysis of view de nitions.
b Query-based Analysis These approaches are based on the use of query language statements to extract some of the semantic information stored in a relational database, e.g., Abderson 1994 , Petit et al. 1994 . Andersson Abderson 1994 analyses equijoins statements whereas Petit's approach P etit et al. 1994 analyses autojoins, set operations and where-by clause statements as well as the equi-join statements.
The approach proposed in Abderson 1994 extracts a conceptual schema or an entity relationship schema by analysing SQL statements with respect to where-in clauses for key attributes. The use of the keyword distinct in a query implying non-unique values in the attribute, thus eliminating this attribute from being the key. The join conditions in SQL statements are used to represent the edges of a schema.
The approach proposed in Petit et al. 1994 starts from the database schema gaining the knowledge of relation names and the attributes and then extracts the semantic information for the relevant relations from the available queries. Petit considers three cases in an equi-join query. Assuming that there is an equi-join with one key K, the cases for the attribute A are A = K, A K, or A 6 = K . I n e a c h case, algorithms are proposed to generate appropriate relationships.
c Data-based Analysis These approaches are based on the analysis of data instances to understand some of the semantics of a database application. Premerlani's approach Premerlani 1994 is the most well-known. It is a fairly informal process requiring a lot of involvement from the user, with weakly ordered steps that entail much iteration, backtracking and reordering of steps. This approach has two main steps: identifying classes and the identi cation of di erent t ypes of relationships between classes. In the initial step, candidate keys are identied by looking for unique indexes, automated scanning of data and semantic knowledge that suggest patterns in data. Foreign-key groups are then identied by rst resolving homonyms and synonyms and then reviewing matching names, data types and domains which may suggest foreign keys. Generalisation and aggregation relationships are identi ed by analysing foreign-key groupings.
d Pot Pourri" Although most of the approaches fall in one of three approaches previously presented, there are some solutions which have been proposed in the literature and these mainly deal with the design of reengineering architectures for database systems. The work proposed in hainaut et al. 1993 is particularly useful to understand the requirements for reverse engineering support hainaut et al. 1995. It does not propose any speci c algorithm but details a generic process model and the main schema transformations useful for the reengineering processes. These transformations include project-join, extension, and identi er substitution.
The work presented in Signore et al. 1994 overlaps all the three categories, and therefore based on the identi cation of schema, primary key, SQL, and procedural indicators that lead to the assertion of Prolog facts and by using heuristic rules to the development of a conceptual schema. The four indicators extract information from di erent sources. Schema indicators provide information about the structure of the relations and are extracted from the DBMS catalogue and from knowledge gained whilst identifying the keys. Key indicators de ne the property of primary keys. SQL indicators, obtained from parsing SQL statements, detail the way relations are used in data access and manipulation. Procedural indicators are obtained from the host language code analysis and identity data and control patterns.
Our Approach
The reverse engineering approaches described above are useful, however do not fully take into account all the constraints inherent in the relationships between the sets of tuples in the relations. In this way, only a few objectoriented concepts can be identi ed. All the reverse engineering approaches use key analysis techniques both the primary and foreign keys to elicit the semantics between relations. But they assume that the set of tuples in the relations are restricted to the tuple equality condition, and therefore they cover only a subset of constraints between the tuples of relations. However, in analysing the relations, additional semantics can be uncovered by examining the sets of tuples when their intersection is partial tuple overlap and when there is no intersection tuple disjunction. The DOK reverse engineering methodology makes no assumption on the state of the tuples with respect to the referential integrity constraints and analyses the relations, attributes and relation keys from the three dimensions of equality, overlap and disjunction to extract most of the semantics of relational schemata. The methodology consists of two steps: classi cation and translation. During the classi cation stage, relations that serve as core classes for the building of the entire object-oriented schema are identi ed. Such relations are called base relations. Binary relationships between base classes are also identi ed called dependent relations and nally composite relations are derived.
Before any classi cation of the relations, the relational schema must be normalised to produce relations in 3NF. There are many algorithms which can be used to generate such types of relation, e.g. Britton et al. 1989 . Thus the normalisation issue will be not addressed in this paper. However the main reason of starting the reengineering process with 3NF relations is due to the fact that the 3NF relations are the best" structures which re ect the concepts of object-oriented data models. Further normalised relations, such 4NF and BCNF, break" relations at the level of loosing the original structures of objects. Also, less normalised relations, such as 1NF and 2NF, may leave relations containing many objects which are di cult to separate" during the reengineering process.
When the relational schema is normalised, we then classify relations into the three types previously described. The translation stage maps base relations into their corresponding core classes. Later, dependent and composite relations are translated according to i the appropriate dimensions equality, o v erlap, and disjunction and ii the degree of correlation between their primary and external keys. The former allows the identi cation of implicit information embedded within a relational database, whereas the later derives the type of relationship stronger or weaker according to the degree of inter-dependency between classes. This inter-dependency is measured by the following four cases:
Case 1 P K EK = ;: the external key and the primary key do not share any attributes; Case 2 P K EK: the external key is part of the primary key; Case 3 PK = EK: the external key is the primary key; and Case 4 P K EK 6 = ;, P K -E K 6 = ; and EK -PK 6 = ;: the external key and the primary key share common attributes.
PK and EK denote the primary key and the external key respectively. A s w e will see later, an external key of a relation, say R, is a set of R's attributes which is the primary key of another relation, say R 0 , h o w ever without having systematically inclusion dependencies. If the referential integrity constraint holds, that is R E K R 0 E K , then the external key is called foreign key.
Finally, there are major di erences between DOK and the existing reverse engineering approaches. With the schema-based approach, DOK deals not only with one dimension, that is the equality dimension, but also with the overlap and disjoint dimensions. With the query-based approach, where the recovery of the di erent joins between relations is performed by analysing the user's queries, DOK analyses the correlation of the stored data and therefore recovers a wider set of joins which are not automatically discovered from the query results. With Rumbaugh's approach, DOK has a limited perspective in regard to dependency constraints. This is mainly because Rumbaugh's approach derive s a v ariety o f constraints from the stored data, whereas the DOK approach assumes that these constraints are available within the relational databases. However from the analysis perspective, the DOK approach has substantial advantages because it deals with both key and data correlations.
THE DOK REFERENCE MODEL
This section describes the DOK model used in the paper to support our reengineering approach. The aim of this reengineering approach is to generate DOK schemata, de ned using the DOK reference model, based on the information contained in local databases. The assumption made in the DOK project is that the local database systems support relational and object-oriented data models only. In this paper, we will just provide an overview of the basics of DOK distributed object model. For more details, the reader may refer to Tari et al. 1996. As pointed out at the beginning of this paper, the aim of the DOK project is to design and implement a cooperative database system to enable ecient communication and computation across di erent database platforms. The DOK system, as shown in Figure 1 , involves a set of managers which oversee the smooth running of a federated system and is responsible for ensuring the operational requirements of a federation. Users interact with a federation through the local external schema of one of the component databases, implemented in the local wrapper. Users' requests involving remote data are analysed by the local wrapper and re-directed to the DOK Manager, which has to ensure proper transaction, concurrency control and query management.
The wrappers play an important role in the DOK environment. They are responsible for the translation of local database schemata and provide advanced functions of negotiation and communication allowing the DOK system to understand the semantics embedded in local database applications, to identify potential systems to perform speci c tasks, and to negotiate the execution of the tasks. Also the wrappers are in charge of enforcing di erent levels of autonomy, t h us allowing a customised process of cooperation.
Distributed applications are designed around the concept of a virtual object which describes an abstraction de ned from various data stores located in di erent databases. Speci cally, a virtual object is de ned as a set of attribute references" which point to already de ned objects in local databases, called physical objects. The main di erence between virtual and physical objects is that the former are not physically stored in the local databases, however they correspond to virtual representations of global abstractions used by distributed applications.
DOK schemata are de ned as a set of virtual objects with a set of rela-
In this paper, we refer to a data store as either a tuple, an object, a record or any data contained in a local database. tionships between these objects. Relationships between objects are typically extensions of well-known aggregation and inheritance relationships to deal with heterogeneous data. We can imagine a DOK federated schema modelling a University application, where for example we need to record information about di erent departments and their sta members, details of students, including their personal information, pictures, and nal marks, etc. In a simpli ed way, we will need to de ne three virtual objects, Student, Sta and Department. Each of these virtual objects is de ned by a set of attributes which are de ned by picking up" information from three databases: personal database pDB which stores information about sta members of di erent department of a given university, a student database stDB which stores information about students and their results, and a bitmap database bitDB which stores pictures of both sta and students of di erent departments.
The virtual object Department is built by references to information located in the databases pDB and bitDB. In a similar way, the virtual object Student contains three types of information: Looks , likewhich refers to a picture in bitDB, Personal,information which refers to a view of stDB and Results which is a SQL query on stDB constructing the results of a student.
THE DOK REE APPROACH: AN OVERVIEW
This section outlines the main principles of the DOK reengineering approach. The remaining sections provide details of the di erent steps required to generate object-oriented schemata from relational databases. The DOK reengineering approach di ers from existing approaches with regard the identi cation of di erent object-oriented relationships. The identi cation of such relationships is crucial in the recovery of object-oriented speci cations because they can be used to improve the quality" of the nal object-oriented design Tari et al. 1997 .
In most approaches for database reverse engineering, the rst step consists of recovering the core classes of the nal object-oriented schema. These`structures' are then re-used through di erent relationships to de ne more complex structures. These core classes are identi ed by looking for some speci c type of relations, called base relations, that have the speci c`characteristic', that they are not logically dependent on the remaining relations of a relational schema. The process of identifying and translating base relations is relatively straight-forward where there is a one-to-one mapping between base relations and core classes and poses no great di culties in the translation process between a relational schema and an object-oriented schema.
After base classes are identi ed, the next step, which is the crucial step of any reengineering process, is to identify the di erent relationships between classes. These classes include those already identi ed at the beginning of the reengineering process, as well as those which are derived during this process, such a s dependent classes classes that are existentially dependent on others. Our approach for the identi cation of the di erent t ypes of relationships between classes is based on i the analysis of relation keys de ned within the relational schemata and ii the analysis of constraints de ned explicitly in referential integrity constraints and implicitly in data sources. Thus giving a reengineering methodology based on the analysis of the semantics re ected by the speci cation of the relational schemata and on the semantics provided within the data sources.
1. In analysing the di erent k eys of a relational schema, the focus of our approach i s o n t h e correlation between the primary keys and external keys. The former are well-known concepts and therefore are not explained in this paper. The latter is a category of key constraints which relax" one of the condition related to foreign keys. Informally speaking, an external key of a relation represents a set of attributes which is a primary key of another relation and furthermore there are no conditions on the tuple inclusion between the data stores of the two relations. A simple example of an external key will the attribute student id of the relation Addressstudent id, zip, street, town, where the data stores related to student id in this relation, i.e. Address student id , is not a subset of the original relation Studentstudent id, name, age: Address student id 6
Student student id .
This new concept of an external key introduces a more realistic requirements when dealing with the reengineering of relational databases as in most of database applications, the key constraints do not naturally re ect the assumptions of the Universe of Discourse UoD, as shown in the above example for student id.
The analysis of the semantics re ected within a relational schema is based on the correlation between primary keys and external keys enabling the identi cation of a wider number of hidden relationships between classes than in existing reengineering approaches. Four cases of key correlations are covered in our analysis: 1 the external key is a non-key attribute, 2 the external is a component of a composite primary key, 3 the external key is the primary key, and nally 4 the external key is partially used as a component of a composite primary key. These four cases are graphically shown in Figure 2 , where PK denotes a primary key and EK denotes a external key. 2. The other major issue in reengineering of relational databases is the analysis of the data sources to extract additional semantics which can be used to derive hidden object-oriented structures and relationships. All the existing reengineering approaches assume a strict adherence to referential integrity constraints de ned on relational schemata, and thus restricting the values of data stores in the relations. This can not be guaranteed, so the degree to which the two relation's data sources intersect i.e. adhere to the referential integrity constraints identi es the semantics of the relationship between relations. The three dimensions for the intersection of the sets data sources, called tuple inclusion, are equality, overlap and disjunction. The combination of the key correlation of Figure 2 and data correlation of Figure 3 in the reengineering process induces twelve 12 cases from which we obtain both the explicit and implicit semantics of relational databases which can be explicitly speci ed within object-oriented schemata. Each of the di erent cases yields a di erent object-oriented constructs from the relational schema as is shown in Figure 4 .
In describing our reverse engineering approach, we rst discuss the analysis of the relational keys in a relational schema and then the analysis of referential integrity constraints using data stores of relational databases. We illustrate our methodology by using the following relational database schema of a Hospital application given below. Note that primary keys are denoted by capital letters. Foreign and external keys are not speci ed in the Hospital schema and they will be discussed in the di erent scenarios related to the 12 cases. The reader may notice that the equality dimension, as shown in Figure 4 , is the situation where external keys are in fact foreign keys. The remaining dimensions, that is the overlap and disjoint dimensions, are concerned with external keys which are not foreign keys. 
OBJECT RECOVERY
The recovery of objects from relational databases is a two-step process, where the core classes are initially extracted from the original database schema and de ne the core classes of the target object-oriented schema. Since these core classes are just skeletons of the target schema, additional classes and relationships are to be recovered from the relational database by analysing both the information provided in the schema that is according to the key correlation between the relations of the schemata and the information provided by the data stores that is according to data correlation of data stores.
The rst step of this recovery procedure is based on the classi cation of the di erent relations of a relational schema to re ect the di erent objectoriented constructs. Our approach distinguishes between three di erent t ypes of relations: base relations, dependent relations and composite relations. Base relations de ne the core classes of object-oriented schemata, whereas dependent and composite relations are used to recover the di erent relationships between classes. This section provides the following: i the classi cation rules enabling to partition a relational schema to re ect the di erent object-oriented constructs, and ii the mapping rules which recover the hidden semantics in the schema and data stores. In some of the 12 cases, we illustrate the implementation of the generated object-oriented schema using ObjectStore objectstore 1996.
Class Recovery
Here we describe the basic techniques to recover classes from a relational database. Details about their corresponding algorithms can be found in one of our initial work on database reengineering a Principle
We use the key constraints of relational schemata as as basis for the identi cation of classes. For example, the attribute DOCTOR ID of the relation Doctor shows the existence of a class Doctor since this attribute is a primary key of the relation Doctor. In addition, this relation is not composed from any other keys, which means that its can be used as a core relation. Relations exhibiting this property are called base relations, and their corresponding classes are base classes. Since base classes are not composed from any other information, they will be used as the foundation to build more complex classes by either using inheritance, aggregation or association.
Let us now consider the relation Phone. This relation contains only one reference to another Hospital which i s K Hospital = HOSPITAL ID. This ref-
erence shows that the class Phone will be dependent on the base class Hospital.
If we take the case where there exists a referential integrity constraint b e t w een the relation Phone and the relation Hospital, i.e. the equality dimension Figure 4 , Case 2, the class Hospital will contain an attribute that will reference Phone, which in fact is consistent with the inclusion dependency assumed above that states that access to the information of Phone can be achieved only if the hospital information is known. However, if the analysis of the relations is performed according to the overlap dimension, that is the K Hospital in the relation Phone is an external key , then the relationship between the classes is not an aggregation because of the existence of some data stores of the relation Phone which cannot be accessed from the relation Hospital. The relations that exhibit the same property as the relation Phone are called dependent relations and their corresponding object-oriented classes are called dependent classes which are completed with aggregation and inheritance relationships. However the above situation, in which a primary key may be composed of an external key, can be more complex. Indeed, we m a y h a v e a set of relations, say R 1 ,R 2 , , R n , n 2, where there exists an inclusion between each o r a Phone K Hospital -Hospital K Hospital 6 = ;, Hospital K Hospital -Phone K Hospital 6 = ;, and Hospital K Hospital Phone K Hospital 6 = ;. pair of relations, i.e. K Ri K Ri+1 , 1 i n-1. This also means that the relation R i , 2 i n, is composed by a set of external keys K R1 ,K R2 , , K R i , 1 . The corresponding class of the relation R i will be dependent on the class of R i,1 which itself depends on the relation R i,2 and so on. This situation will induce a nesting of aggregation relationships between classes that are derived from the inclusion amongst the primary keys of their corresponding relations. The relations R 2 , , R n that exhibit this property are also called dependent relations. The relation Address is a good example of a dependent relation which contains a nesting of keys. Indeed, this relation has two external keys which are K Hospital = HOSPITAL ID and K Phone = HOSPITAL ID, PHONE NO and furthermore K Address = HOSPITAL ID, PHONE NO. If in addition, we also have the properties: i Phone K Hospital Hospital K Hospital and ii Address K Phone Phone K Phone i.e. we are dealing with the equality dimension, we derive an aggregation relationship between Hospital and Phone, and an additional aggregation relationship between the class Phone and the class Address. The properties i and ii above create a nesting of aggregations from the class Hospital to the class Address via the class Phone.
The last category of relations is one where there is more than one reference to another relation and furthermore there is no inclusion between the external keys as there is for dependent relations. These relations are called composite relations and they generally express either associations or multiple inheritance between classes. For instance, the relation Resident-In is an example of a composite relation, which speci es a relationship between two independent c h unks of information, i.e. Doctor and Ward. Since this relation has no more additional attributes other than the external keys, this will be transformed into an association between the classes Doctor and Ward.
The result of relation classi cation on the Medical schema is given below. As mentioned earlier, base relations are used to generate core classes of the target object-oriented schema, however dependent and composite relations enable to recover additional classes and relationships, and therefore complete the design of the schema. b ObjectStore Implementation
After the relations of a relational schema are classi ed, the next step in the process of translation is to generate the core classes of the object-oriented schema. These classes are directly derived from base relations and have the same attributes as those contained in the base relations. The speci cation of OS MARK SCHEMA TYPEos Set X in the schema introduces a persistent structure for the objects of the class X. This set structure is particularly important for the base classes because most of the queries on the target object-oriented schema will have a n e n try point" as a base class and will later use the di erent access paths to navigate through other classes of the object-oriented schema. Our claim is that all base classes must have a set persistent data structure for the reason given above and, probably, the database administrator can introduce additional set structures for the classes to be recovered in later stages of the reengineering process.
In addition to the generated le schema.cc, other les are generated to provide the speci cations of the base classes Patient, Doctor, Ward, Hospital, and Laboratory. These classes are typically C++ classes which h a v e the same attributes as their parent relations. For the limited size of the paper, we just propose the header le of the class Laboratory. Laboratoryint aa, char* bb, int cc laboratory_id = aa; lab_no = cc int length = strlenbb + 1; laboratory_name = newos_segment::ofthis, os_typespec::get_char, length char length ; strcpylaboratory_name, bb; * insertion of the object in the set * laboratory_extent-insertthis; * deletion of the object from the set * ~Laboratory laboratory_extent-removethis; static os_typespec* get_os_typespec; ;
Relationship Recovery
By examining keys, and in particular the correlation between the relations' primary and external keys, we are able to completely elicit the semantics of the relationships between relations. Here we examine each of the four cases of key correlation of The case where the external key in a relation is a non-key attribute illustrates a w eak relationship between classes, which is mainly characterised by the fact the external key has no common attributes with the primary key. Indeed, if a relation R 1 is a dependent or composite relation and K R2 an external key of R 1 , and furthermore K R2 K R1 = ;, then the relationship between the class C R1 and C R2 cannot be an aggregation because the identi cation of the data stores of the relation R 1 does not use any information of the external key K R2 . W e n o w examine this case individually with the di erent dimensions of tuple inclusion as illustrated in Figure 4 .
a-1 Equality dimension
When tuple inclusion is complete, the relationship is an association, meaning that the classes are weakly related. This relationship is an association instead In this instance, the dependent relation is mapped to a class with an association relationship between this class and the base relation class. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5a . The external key hospital id in the dependent relation Doctor, which is also in this case a foreign key because we are dealing with the equality dimension, simulates an association between the two relations. It has no common attributes with the primary key of the relation Doctor, therefore the recovered relationship between the classes Doctor and Hospital could be only a weak relationship, that is an association.
When the relationship is recovered, the original C++ classes Hospital and Doctor are updated to include the new association. When there is only partial inclusion of data stores between the external key of one relation rst relation and the primary key of another relation second relation, this creates a di erent situation from the one previously presented i.e. equality dimension. Here we recover the hidden semantics as a combination of an association and an inheritance relationships.
1 The rst relation is divided into two fragments, say cc and tt, to simulate the fact that only a part of its data stores have a n i n tersection with the data stores of the second relation. We assume that aa is the fragment that has a non-empty intersection. The fragment tt represents the hidden semantics which cannot be recovered if the equality dimension is only considered .
The mapping of the rst relation will generate two classes related to the fragments cc and tt respectively. Since both of these fragments materialise the same concept or relation, then an inheritance relationship will be recovered from the mapping of the rst relation to semantically relates the class of aa with the class of tt. Doctor hospital id Hospital HOSPITAL ID 6 = ; p1 Doctor hospital id -Hospital HOSPITAL ID 6 = ; p2 Hospital HOSPITAL ID -Doctor hospital id 6 = ; p3
The external key hospital id in the relation Doctor simulates an association relationship between data stores of the relation Hospital and a few data stores of the relation Doctor. These data stores of the relation Doctor form a fragment of the relation which is mapped into a class, called Hospital Doctor. This class recovers those doctors which w ork in hospitals. The second fragment t o be recovered relates to the data stores of the relation Doctor that do not have any relationship with those of the relation Hospital. For this fragment, we create a class that represents those doctors which do not work in hospitals. This second case is concerned with the situation where the external key of one relation rst relation is a part of the primary key of another relation second relation. Note that, in this context, the second relation cannot be a base relation because it contains the external key, and therefore can be only either a dependent or composite relation. When the second relation is a composite, the recovery of hidden semantics is quite complex, as detailed later. When the second relation is a dependent relation, the external key which i s contained as a part of it's primary key enables the recovery of an aggregation relationship because of the fact that all the data stores of this second relation relays on the external key in order to be identi ed. The external key HOSPITAL ID in the relation Phone simulates an aggregation relationship between the classes Hospital and Phone because there is a strict inclusion between the external key and the primary key of the relation Phone. To depict this relationship in the object-oriented data model, the dependent relation Phone is mapped to a class Phone, and an aggregation relationship, from the base class Hospital to Phone, is recovered. Figure 6a shows the result of the mapping of the relations Phone and Hospital, and we have omitted the ObjectStore speci cations of such a mapping because of the limited size of the paper.
In the above example, the relation which contains the external key is a dependent relation and thus, the recovery of the aggregation is easier because only one external key exists in the relation. This is not the case in a composite relation, where there will be multiple external keys which could simulate either a set of aggregation relationships, a set of inheritance relationships, or a combination of both. The complexity i n v olves determining which one of three cases applies to the composite relation. In our approach, this problem is solved as follows. When the corresponding classes of the external keys have a common superclass, then the composite relation de nitely simulates a multiple inheritance. In the other cases, assume that the composite relation contains only aggregations which need to be veri ed by the database administrator. This veri cation is necessary because these aggregations could in reality b e a combination of aggregation and inheritance. Therefore an automatic mapping of a composite relation cannot be generated.
There are two possible scenarios to the problem of di erentiating between aggregations and combination of inheritance and aggregations. Here we brie y overview a possible solution for each of these scenarios.
Recovering aggregations only: The composite relation is mapped into a set of aggregations which match the semantics of the relational schema. For example, from the following relations The relation Phone now becomes a composite relation with HOSPITAL ID and PHONE NO as external keys. Hospital and AustralianPhone are base relations and therefore their corresponding classes do not contain any common superclass. In this case the semantics of the composite relation is intended to be a combination of an inheritance between Phone and AustralianPhone and an aggregation between Phone and Hospital. It could also represents a set of aggregations between Phone and the classes AustralianPhone and Hospital.
To simplify the translation process, our methodology assumes that all the recovered relations are aggregation relationships. These must be later re ned by the database administrator to improve the design. As explained above, in some situations, there is no way to di erentiate between an aggregation and inheritance relationship. Therefore, the role of database administrator will be to "correct" the recovery semantics to re ect the correct interpretation of the UoD .
We would like to point out that most of the existing reverse engineering approaches necessitates frequent i n v olvement of the database administrator. In our approach, however, there exists one case only where the recovery situation is ambiguous and therefore additional semantics cannot be extracted from the database schema. In all the remaining cases, our approach provides a complete set of translation rules to recover the hidden semantics based on the presented two dimensional correlation scheme.
b-2 Overlap dimension
To simplify the description of our reengineering approach, as in the previous case, we consider the second relation that is the one which contains the external key as a dependent relation. Since we are dealing with the overlap dimension, only some of the data stores of the second relation are identi ed by the primary key of the rst relation, therefore, the recovery of an aggregation will be applied only for one part of the data stores of the second relation.
There are multiple solutions to map the rst and second relations, depending on which point of view we are taking into account. Basically, the idea is to split either the rst or the second relation in order to separate their common data stores from the rest. If the focus is on the rst relation, then two classes are created, say a and b, where we assume that a does not have a n y common data stores with the second relation. Therefore, an aggregation is recovered to simulate the fact the external key, which i s n o w in the class b, i s used to identify the data stores of the second relation. Finally, an additional class, say ab, is recovered to materialise the whole rst relation with multiple inheritance relationship with the classes a and b.
Alternatively, mapping the two relations consists of splitting the second relation instead. We assume that a and b are the two classes, where a does not have a n y common data stores with the rst relation. In the same manner as the rst alternative, we recover the following classes and relationships: i a, b, ab are classes simulating the rst relation, ii an aggregation between b and the second class, and iii a multiple inheritance between ab and a and b.
Let us consider the relations Laboratory and Phone in the Medical schema there are some Laboratories with a phone but also according to the property p 3 there are some Laboratories without a phone. Additionally, the property p 2 implies that there must be some other rooms that are not Laboratories which also have a phone. Therefore, by using the property p 2 , w e h a v e discovered a new abstraction not speci ed as a relation in the relational schema. In the mapping process from the relational to an object-oriented schema, this new abstraction will be explicitly represented as a class.
In above example, we recover the classes Phone, Laboratory, Laboratory with Phone and a class Room with Phone see Figure 6b . This last class has been recovered because of the overlap dimension. Existing reverse engineering approaches will not recover such a class because of the restriction made on the inclusion between data stores. Laboratory is a superclass of Laboratory with Phone but Laboratory with Phone is also a subclass of Room with Phone so there is a multiple inheritance relationship. The aggregation relationship is between the class Room with Phone and the class Phone.
b-3 Disjunction dimension
As for the two previous cases, we assume that the second relation is a dependent relation. Due to the size limitations of the paper, we will not discuss the case where the second relation is a composite relation.
Since we are dealing with the disjunction dimension, there are no common data stores between the two relations. We w ould like to remind that the second relation contains an external key as a part of its primary key. The mapping of the two relations will recover the following object-oriented constructs: i two classes corresponding for the rst and second relations, ii a new abstract class, say a, simulating the fact there exists a relation, with has the same attributes as the rst relation, which shares data stores with the second relation , iii a new abstract class, say b, enabling the sharing of common characteristics between the rst relation and the class a, and nally iv a multiple inheritance between the classes b and a and the class corresponding to the rst relation.
If with the inclusion dependency Doctor DOCTOR ID Employee EMPLOYEE ID then examining these relations with the equality dimension holding, we can see that all the tuples of Doctors are employees of the hospital. To map this relationship, a class Doctor is created with an inheritance relationship between it and the base class Employee. Figure 7a shows such a mapping.
c-2 Overlap dimension
In this instance, the external key is comprised entirely of a simple key and additionally some data stores in the dependent relation are not contained in the base class and some of the data stores in the base class are not contained in the dependent relation. This property simulates a multiple inheritance relationship between classes. From the two relations, we extract the following object-oriented constructs: i two classes which implement the two relations, and ii an additional class containing all the common data stores of the two relations. 
c-3 Disjunction dimension
In this dimension, we h a v e the following property: the external key is comprised entirely of a simple key, the data stores of the dependent relation are not contained in the base class, and the data stores of the base class are not contained in the dependent relation. This property simulates a multiple simple inheritance relationship between classes. For the two relations, we recover the following object-oriented constructs: i a class that simulates the dependent relation, that is the relation which contains the external key, ii a class which simulates the base relation, iii a new abstract class containing all the data stores that are common to the dependent relation and base class, and nally iv two inheritance relationships to the new abstract class. The last case illustrates a situation where a primary key and an external key share some attributes, but not all the attributes as in the previous case. The recovered relationships in this type of situations are stronger than association relationships because some of the attributes that identify the tuples of a relation rst relation are in the external key which is a primary key of another relation, say the second relation. Formally, i f w e denote by R 1 and R 2 the rst relation respectively second relation, and furthermore K R2 is a external key of R 1 , then we h a v e: K R1 K R2 6 = ; and K R2 -K R1 6 = ;. Only a part of the external key K R2 is used in the identi cation of the data stores of the relation R 1 .
d-1 Equality dimension
In order to map the rst and second relations, we split the rst relation to express the fact that just a part of this relation is identi ed by the external key of the second relation. If we assume that a and b are the two partitions of the rst relation, then the following object-oriented constructs are recovered: i three classes related to the second relation, and the partitions a and b respectively, ii an aggregation relationship between the class related to the second relation and the class a, and nally iii an inheritance relationship between a and b. Figure 8a shows a general mapping based on the relations R 1 and R 2 introduced in the previous paragraph. In this instance, to map this relation correctly, w e m ust rst simplify the relation by decomposing the external keys of the relations into their constituent elements.
d-2 Overlap dimension
In this situation a primary key and a external key only share some attributes and some tuples in the dependent or composite relations rst relation are not in the base relation second relation. This type of property simulates a simple and multiple inheritance relationship between classes by means of tuple inclusion. In this instance, we extract the following object-oriented constructs: i a class, say a, is recovered from the second relation, ii a class, say b, is recovered from the rst relation, however it contains only the attributes which are not shared with the second relation, iii a common class, say ab, i s recovered due to the overlap dimension, and iv a multiple inheritance relationship from the class ab to the classes a and b is also recovered. Because of the inclusion dependencies between the two relations, we can assume by this semantic that there should be another new class created with a simple inheritance relationship between it and classes a and b respectively. Figure 8b shows the di erent concepts recovered during this mapping. then examining these relations with the overlap dimension holding, we can see that some instances of HomePhone are not included in Phone and some instances of Phone are not included in HomePhone. To map this relationship, we recover: i a class HomePhone that will contain the data stores not in the relation Phone, ii a class Phone with the tuples not in the relation HomePhone, and iii a new class Phone-HomePhone containing the tuples in both the relations Phone and HomePhone. A multiple inheritance relationship is created between this new class Phone-HomePhone and the classes Phone and HomePhone. A new class C N e w is created with a simple inheritance relationship between it and the classes Phone and HomePhone.
It is obvious that names of the some of classes, will need to be modi ed by the database administrator. For example, the class Phone should be renamed BusinessPhone, and the class C N e w should be renamed Phone. This will enable the schema to more obviously re ect the intended semantics.
d-3 Disjunction dimension
In this situation, where a primary key and a external key only share some attributes but the tuples in the dependent or composite relations are not in the base class simulates a simple inheritance relationship between classes. In this instance, we recover the following object-oriented constructs: i a class representing the second relation i.e. the relation which contains the foreign key as primary key, ii a class representing the rst relation, and iii because of the inclusion dependencies between the two relations, we can assume by this semantic that there should be another new class created with a simple inheritance relationship between it and the classes generated in i and ii. Figure 8c shows all the recovered concepts from the two relations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented di erent possible scenarios to map a relational schema into an object-oriented model. The proposed reengineering approach is based on the analysis of relational databases both at the schema level and the data level. At the schema level, the correlation between relation's keys is analysed, and at the data level, the correlation between data stores is checked. Combining these two levels of correlation, we can recover hidden semantics from relational databases.
The di erent cases described in the proposed approach can be implemented as operations to support the understanding of the underlying semantics of local databases of federated databases. Within the DOK environment, the wrapper translation procedures provide an initial object-oriented schema that requires, by successive re nements, some improvements in terms of the quality of the generated information . This ability is needed to re ne or enhance a generated schema based on an extensive use of object-oriented concepts, such as polymorphism. Currently we are providing an approach for re ning an object-oriented schema for example by i creating polymorphic classes and ii deleting extraneous classes.
Our future work is concerned with the design of speci c mapping procedures that translate federated queries into local databases. These queries are expressed using OQL Object Query Language Cattel et al. 1994 , translated into the OVAL algebra Savnik et al. 1998 , and nally translated into local sub-queries that are executed using the query speci c service. Our approach will be using query graphs to perform query translation from OVAL algebra to local database query languages, similar to the one proposed in Meng et al. 1995. 
